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Abstract Stream programming languages have become popular owing to their representations that
enable parallelization of applications via static analysis. Several research groups have proposed
approaches to software pipeline streaming applications ontomulti/many-core architectures, such as CELL
BE processors and NVIDIA GPUs. In this paper, we present a novel scheduling algorithm that software-
pipelines streaming applications onto multi/many core architectures. The algorithm generates software
pipeline schedules by formulating and solving MILP (Mixed Integer Linear Programming) problems.
Experimental results show that compared to previous works, our approach generates schedules that use
up to a 71% smaller amount of buffers needed for communication between kernels.
© 2012 Sharif University of Technology. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
The advent of multicore architectures has forced the soft-
ware industry to rethink how software should be written. The
programming styles adopted in the sequential computing era
are no longer suitable for the new multicore architectures. The
industry is in search of programming models and runtime sys-
tems that effectively exploit the computational power of mul-
ticore processors.
One programming model that is suitable for multicore plat-
forms is the streaming programmingmodel. Although there is a
variety of models of computations [1,2] for streaming applica-
tions, as well as programming languages and frameworks built
on top of them [3–5], many of them can be represented as com-
putational kernels or processes sending or receiving data to or
from each other, through communication channels. The advan-
tage of this representation is that it enables compilers or run
time systems to devise efficient schedules using the informa-
tion about communications anddependencies betweenkernels.
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doi:10.1016/j.scient.2011.08.034In this paper, we present a software pipelining algorithm
that schedules streaming applications onto multicore architec-
tures with the goal of suppressing the amount of buffers used.
Reducing the amount of buffers enables running an application
on a lower-cost hardware.
The algorithm consists of two steps, namely, partitioning
and scheduling, both of which are formulated and solved as
MILP problems. By synchronizing producer and consumer ker-
nel pairs more frequently, the algorithm generates schedules
that have substantially lower buffer requirements and shorter
makespans compared to previous works.
2. Streaming applications and target architecture of this
work
Streaming applications in this paper aremodeled as a variant
of Synchronous Dataflow [2]. The graph representation of
sample streamapplication is shown in Figure 1. Communication
channels are connected to kernels via ports. Multicasting can be
expressed as multiple channels originating from the same port.
The amount of data transferred through a port per firing of a
kernel is constant throughout the execution of the application.
The software pipelining algorithm described later accepts only
the applications which have kernels of uniform firing rates.
Therefore, some of the kernels in a Synchronous Dataflow
application may have to be replicated to resolve mismatches in
data rates of input and output ports before the application is fed
to the algorithm.
evier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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Figure 2: Interprocessor communication.
The target architecture consists of multiple processors that
communicate with each other through an interconnection
network. It is assumed that DMA hardware is attached to
each processor in the architecture, which transfers data to or
from other processors without intervention of the processor.
There are two types of DMA request: DMA ‘send’ and ‘receive’.
DMA send requests are handled in a non-blocking manner. The
processor continues with its computation after notifying the
send request to the DMA hardware. DMA read requests are
handled in a blocking manner.
The partitioning and scheduling algorithms presented later
do not assume any specific interconnection networks between
the processors in the architecture. However, it is assumed that
the DMA transfer time is uniform. That is, regardless of which
processor sends or receives data, the time it takes to set up the
DMA transfer, send data over the network and receive it is the
same.
Synchronization mechanisms resembling signals used in
CELL processors [6] are used for communication between
kernels mapped to different processors. Figure 2 is an example
of how an interprocessor communication between a pair of
producer and consumer kernels works.
P on processor proc1 and C on processor proc2 are the
producer and consumer kernels, respectively. P writes the data
it has produced into buffer b1 on proc1. Then, the DMA transfer,
D, sends data in buffer b1 to buffer b2 on proc2, from which
C reads. f 1, f 2 and f 3 are the flags bits that indicate the
presence or absence of valid data in the corresponding buffers.
A DMA transfer is always initiated right after the completion of
a producer kernel.
The following is the protocol of interprocessor communica-
tion via DMA.
1. Producer P first checks flag f 1 to see if data in buffer b1 has
already been consumed by DMA transfer, D. If it is not, P
needs to wait till f 1 is cleared.
2. Once f 1 is cleared and buffer b1 is free, P starts and writes
data into b1.
3. DMA transfer,D, follows the completion of P .D checks flag f 2
to see if data in buffer b2 has been consumed by consumer C .4. Once f 2 is cleared and buffer b2 is free, D starts sending data
in buffer b1 over the communication network towrite it into
buffer b2.
5. When all data in buffer b1 is sent out, D sets flag f 1 to notify
P of the completion of the DMA transfer.
6. Flag f 3 is also set, so that C knows data in b2 is ready to be
consumed.
7. Consumer C keeps waiting for flag f 3 to be set by D.
8. When f 3 is set, C starts reading and processing data in
buffer b2.
9. Once C completes and data in b2 is no longer needed, it sets
flag f 2 to inform D in the next iteration that b2 is free.
3. Software pipelining algorithm
3.1. Background and terminologies
The basic idea behind software pipelining is the same, re-
gardless of whether a streaming application is mapped to a
multicore architecture, or a general purpose sequential pro-
gram is compiled onto an instruction level parallel architecture.
As such, software pipelining of streaming applications shares
common terminologies and concepts with that of traditional
software pipelining [7,8].
Figure 3 shows an example of a streaming application con-
sisting of four kernels software pipelined onto an architecture
consisting of two processors, p0 and p1. The nodes, d0 and d2,
represent DMA transfers. The numbers below the nodes of the
stream graph represent the execution time of the kernels. T ,
which is 5 in the example, is the initiation interval. The schedule
is divided into stages, each of which has the length equal to T .
Makespan refers to the length of a single iteration of a schedule:
it is 25 in the example.
3.2. Buffer usage computation
The goal of the software pipelining algorithm in this paper is
to minimize the usage of local memory buffers while meeting
the provided throughput constraint. Therefore, it is important
to analyze how buffers are used by different types of communi-
cation and determine the number of buffers needed for each of
them. The buffers used for communication between kernels are
classified into three categories, namely, intraprocessor buffers,
producer-DMA buffers and DMA-consumer buffers.
Intraprocessor buffers are used for communication between
kernels mapped to the same processor. The number of
buffers needed can be determined simply by computing the
interval between the start time of the producer and the end
time of the consumer. Figure 4 is an example of a pair of
producer-consumer kernels, Prod and Cons,mapped to the same
processor, Proc0. In Figure 4(a), Cons(0), the first iteration of
Cons, completes execution before Prod(1), the second iteration
of prod, starts. Therefore, only one buffer is needed, since the
buffer used for communication between the first iteration of
Prod and Cons can be used in the next iteration and all the
iterations after that. On the other hand, in Figure 4(b), Prod(2),
the third iteration of Prod, starts executing before the data
written by Prod(1) is consumed by Cons(1). In order to prevent
the data written by Prod(1) from being overwritten by Prod(2),
another buffer needs to be allocated. In general, the number of
buffers needed, N , is determined by the following inequalities:
(N − 1)× T ≤ e(Ci)− s(Pi) < N × T (1)
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Figure 4: Intraprocessor communication buffer usage.
e(K) and s(k) are the end time and start time of kernel K , and
Ci and Pi are the consumer and producer kernels of the ith
iteration.
Producer-DMA buffers are used by a producer kernel and the
DMA transfer process to send the data written by the producer
kernel to consumer kernels mapped to other processors. The
number of buffers needed for producer-DMA buffers can be
calculated similarly to Eq. (1).
(N − 1)× T ≤ e(DMAi)− s(Pi) < N × T . (2)
Since the DMA process initiates right after completion of the
producer process, the inequality above can be rewritten as
follows:
(N − 1)× T ≤ et(P)+ tDMA < N × T (3)
et(K) is the execution time of kernel K and tDMA is the interval
between the time a DMA transfer starts and completes writing
to the buffer on the consumer kernel’s processor.
Buffers used for interprocesssor communications and lo-
cated on the consumer processor are called DMA-consumer
buffers. A DMA transfer process must make sure the consumer
has completed reading the content of a buffer before it starts
sending out data and overwrites it. As explained in Figure 2,
this requires DMA transfer processes and consumer kernels to
send synchronization signals to each other in addition to the
payload data. A DMA transfer process sends a signal to inform
the consumer that it has completed writing the data the con-
sumer needs to a buffer, and the consumer sends back an ac-
knowledgment signal to inform the DMA process that data has
been read and the buffer is empty. Figure 5 is a timing diagramof a producer kernel sending data to a consumer kernel viaDMA.
In the diagram, tAck is the time it takes for the acknowledgment
signal to reach the processor that initiated the DMA transfer. In
Figure 5(a), only one buffer is needed on the consumer proces-
sor, since the acknowledgment signal sent from Cons(0) reaches
processor Proc0 before DMA(1) starts sending out data for the
next iteration. In Figure 5(b), the acknowledgment signal does
not arrive in time and therefore another buffer is needed.
The number of buffers needed for DMA-consumer commu-
nication is determined by the following inequality:
(N − 1)× T ≤ (e(Ci)+ tAck)− s(DMAi) < N × T . (4)
The start time of a DMA transfer process and the end time of its
producer kernel are equal. Therefore:
(N − 1)× T ≤ (e(Ci)+ tAck)− e(Pi) < N × T . (5)
3.3. Algorithm
3.3.1. Overview
The software pipelining algorithm of this paper takes, as in-
put, the stream graph of the application, architecture parame-
ters, such as the number of processors in the architecture, DMA
transfer time and the initiation interval. The output is the kernel
to processor mapping information and the start time and end
time of the kernels. The algorithm consists of two steps: parti-
tioning and scheduling. Both steps are formulated and solved as
MILP problems.
The partitioning step decides the mapping from kernels
to processors. The goal of this step is to find a partitioning
of kernels that minimizes the largest amount of buffer space
processors need. The precise amount of buffers needed cannot
be computed at the partitioning step, since the start and end
times of kernels are not fixed yet. The partitioning step focuses
on reducing the amount of buffers needed by interprocessor
communication, expecting that this will lead to a reduction in
the overall amount of buffers.
The scheduling step takes, as input, the solution obtained
in the partitioning step and assigns start and end times to
the kernels. Since it is known whether a communication
between two kernels is interprocessor or intraprocessor, the
number of buffers needed can be computed using the formula
presented in Section 3.2. Using the information available,
the scheduling step produces a software pipelined schedule
that minimizes the largest buffer usage, while achieving the
throughput determined by the initiation interval.
The remainder of this section presents the parameters, vari-
ables, constraints and objective functions of the MILP problems
for the partitioning and scheduling steps.
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Figure 5: Interprocessor communication buffer usage.3.3.2. Partitioning step
• Parameters.
– K . Set of kernel instances.
– KT . Set of kernel types. Each kernel instance has its own
kernel type. Two different kernel instances of the same
kernel type have the same program code.
– C . Set of channels. A channel can be expressed as two
pairs of a kernel and a port number. For example,
((K0, 1), (K1, 2)) is a channel that originates from output
port 1 of kernel K0 and terminates at input port 2 of
kernel K1.
– CS. Set of source ports. For example, the source port of
channel ((K0, 1), (K1, 2)) is (K0, 1).
– P . Set of processors of the target architecture.
– T . Initiation interval of the schedule.
– et(i ∈ KT ). The average execution time of kernel type i.
This can be obtained by profiling the kernel running on a
processor of the target architecture or by static program
analysis.
– kt(i ∈ K). The kernel type of kernel i.
– ktsize(i ∈ KT ). The program code size of kernel type i.
– cssize(i ∈ CS). The amount of data sent through source
port i during a single iteration.
– cs2dstk(i ∈ CS). The set of kernels which read data
originating from source port i. For example, if there are
two channels, ((K0, 0), (K1, 2)) and ((K0, 0), (K2, 1)),
that originate from (K0, 0), then cs2dstk((K0, 0)) =
{K1, K2}.
• Variables.
– kpi,j, i ∈ P, j ∈ K . A binary variable set to 1 if kernel j is
placed on processor i.
– ktpi,j, i ∈ P, j ∈ KT . A binary variable set to 1 if at least one
instance of kernel type j is placed on processor i.
– dmai,j, i ∈ P, j ∈ CS. A binary variable. It is set to 1 if there
is an interprocessor communication that terminates at
processor i and originates from source port j. For example,
if K0 and K1 are mapped to processor proc0 and proc1,
respectively, and there is a channel ((K0, 0), (K1, 1)),
then dmaproc1,(K0,0) is 1.
– lmdi, i ∈ P . The sum of the amount of data sent to
processor i via DMA during a single iteration. For example,
suppose there are just two channels, ((K0, 0), (K1, 1))
and ((K2, 0), (K3, 1)), and cssize((K0, 0)) = 20 and
cssize((K2, 0)) = 10. If both K1 and K3 are mapped
to processor proc1, then, lmdproc1 = cssize((K0, 0)) +
cssize((K2, 0)) = 30.– lmci, i ∈ P . The sum of the program code size of the
kernels mapped to processor i.
– lmi, i ∈ P . The total amount of buffer space on processor i
that is used for data and program code.
– max lm. The largest among lmi.
– totallmd. The total amount of data sent via interprocessor
communication.
• Constraints.
– A kernel must be mapped to exactly one processor.
Therefore:
i∈P
kpi,j = 1, ∀j ∈ K . (6)
– The sum of the execution time of kernels mapped to
a processor must not exceed the provided initiation
interval.
k∈K
et(kt(k)) ∗ kpi,k <= T , ∀i ∈ P. (7)
– The sum of data sent via DMA transfers is expressed as
follows:
totallmd =

i∈P
lmdi. (8)
– The amount of buffer needed for storing data cannot be
computed precisely until the scheduling step is completed
after the partitioning step. In order to deal with this phase
ordering issue, the sum of the size of buffers used for
data on processor i is approximated as lmdi. Although the
actual sum that is computed after the completion of the
scheduling step will most likely be larger, using lmdi is
good enough as an approximate. Reducing the amount
of buffers used for interprocessor communications will
likely accomplish the purpose of steering the MILP solver
to generate a solution with a small maximum buffer size.
The constraints related to lmi and max lm are as follows:
max lm ≥ lmi, ∀i ∈ P, (9)
lmi = lmdi + lmci, ∀i ∈ P, (10)
lmdi =

j∈CS
dmai,j ∗ cssize(j), ∀i ∈ P, (11)
lmci =

j∈KT
ktpi,j ∗ ktsize(j), ∀i ∈ P. (12)
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the fact that DMA-consumer buffers can be shared among
channels originating from the same source port. It guides
the solver to map kernels that consume data from the
same source port to the same processor.
– A source port j needs buffer space for interprocessor
communication on processor i, if the producer kernel is
not mapped to i and at least one of the consumer kernels
of j is mapped to i. Therefore, the following constraint is
added:
dmai,j = ¬kpi,cssrc(j) ∧ ( ∨
k∈cs2dstk(j)
kpi,k),
∀i ∈ P, ∀j ∈ CS. (13)
Standard techniques are used to convert logical operators,
∧ and ∨, to linear programming formats.
– At least one kernel of type jmust be mapped to processor
i in order for ktpi,j to be 1.
ktpi,j = ∨{k∈K :kt(k)=j} kpi,k,
∀i ∈ P, ∀j ∈ KT . (14)
• Objective function. The objective is to minimize the sum of
the total amount of DMA communication and the maximum
size of buffer space.
minimize : totallmd+max lm ∗ |P|. (15)
3.3.3. Scheduling step
• Parameters. The following parameters are used in the
scheduling step, in addition to those used in the partitioning
step.
– proc(i ∈ K). Mapping from a kernel, K , to a processor of
the target architecture. This is generated by the partition-
ing step.
– cssrc(i ∈ CS). Source kernel of source port i.
– c2cs(i ∈ C), c2src(i ∈ C), c2dst(i ∈ C). Source port, source
kernel and destination kernel of channel i, respectively.
– tDMA(i ∈ CS). The DMA transfer time. This is the interval
between the start time of a DMA transfer and the time it
completes writing to the destination processor’s buffer.
– tAck(i ∈ C). The time it takes for an acknowledgment sig-
nal to reach the destination processor.
• Variables.
– si, ei, i ∈ K . Start and end times of kernel i, respectively.
– Ni, i ∈ K . The number of initiation intervals elapsed before
the first execution of kernel i.
– offi, i ∈ K . Offset of kernel i.
– off 0i, i ∈ P . External offset of kernelsmapped to processor
i,≥ 0.
– off 1i, i ∈ K . Internal offset of kernel i,≥0.
– bCi,j, i ∈ P , j ∈ C . Number of buffers processor i needs for
channel j.
– bCSi,j, i ∈ P , j ∈ CS. Number of buffers processor i needs
for source port j.
– bDMAi,j, i ∈ P , j ∈ CS. Number of buffers processor
i needs for DMA transfer to other processors originating
from source port j.
– min bi,j. Minimum number of buffers processor i needs for
source port j.
– lmi. Total amount of local memory needed on processor i.
– max lm. The largest among lmi.• Constraints.
– The constraint for start and end times of a kernel.
ei = si + et(kt(i)), ∀i ∈ K . (16)Figure 6: Schedule without kernels wrapping around.
– Dependency constraints are expressed as follows. S4 is a
set of channels whose source and destination kernels are
mapped on the same processor.
e(c2src(c)) <= s(c2dst(c)), c ∈ S4, (17)
e(c2src(c))+ tDMA(c2cs(c)) <= s(c2dst(c)),
c ∈ {C − S4}. (18)
– The kernels in a software pipelined schedule form a steady
state which is repeatedly executed at a rate determined
by the initiation interval. Therefore, constraints must be
added that ensure kernels in the steady state mapped to
the same processor do not overlap with each other. The
constraints are easy to formulate if there are no kernels
that wrap around stage boundaries, or in other words,
have start and end times that belong to different stages. An
example of such a schedule of kernels is shown in Figure 6.
In this case, the constraint to prevent conflict between two
kernels, i and j, mapped to the same processor is given as
follows.
offi >= offj + et(j)∨,
offj >= offi + et(i) (19)
offi and offj are the offsets of kernel i and j and can be
computed as offi = si%T and offj = sj%T .
Formulating the constraints becomes more compli-
cated if a case in which at least one of the kernels wraps
around a stage boundary is considered. In such a case, in-
equalities in Constraint (19) are no longer sufficient to
guarantee that two kernels do not conflict with each other
in the steady state. Using the example in Figure 7, sup-
pose kernel K1’s execution time was extended until the
end time of K1(0), which is larger than the start time of
K0(2). In that case, although the twokernels overlap in the
steady state, the two kernels are considered conflict-free,
according to Constraint (19), since offK1 >= offK0+et(K0)
is satisfied.
In order to simplify theMILP formulation, a conceptual
boundary box along with two new offset variables are
introduced, as shown in the right side of Figure 7. A
boundary box has a height equal to T , and encloses all
the kernels in the steady state: There are no kernels that
wrap around the boundary created by the bounding box.
Each processors has its own boundary box off 0proc1 is the
external offset of the boundary box of processor proc1, and
is equal to the interval between the stage boundary and
the top of the boundary box. off 1K is the internal offset
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of kernel K , relative to the top of the boundary box of the
processor onto which K is mapped.
The introduction of the internal and external offset
off 0 and off 1 makes the formulation much less complex.
Whether or not two kernels that are mapped to the same
processor conflict with each other can be determined
simply by comparing the kernel’s start and end times,
relative to the top of the bounding box, in a similarmanner
to Constraint (19). The following are the constraints that
show the relationship between the offset variables.
si = offi + T ∗ Ni, ∀i ∈ K , (20)
0 ≤ offi < T , ∀i ∈ K , (21)
offi = off 0proc(i) + off 1i, ∀i ∈ K , (22)
T ≥ off 1i + et(kt(i)), ∀i ∈ K . (23)
The constraint that guarantees that two kernels mapped
to the same processor are conflict free is given as follows:
off 1i >= off 1j + et(kt(j)) ∨
off 1j >= off 1i + et(kt(i)), (24)
where:
∀(i, j) ∈ {(k0, k1) ∈ (K , K) : proc(k0)
= proc(k1)}.
– Constraints on the number of buffers needed are derived
from the inequalities presented in Section 3.2. The follow-
ing constraints determine the number of producer-DMA
buffers needed:
(bDMAi,j − 1) ∗ T ≤ et(kt(cssrc(j)))+ tDMA(j), (25)
et(kt(cssrc(j)))+ tDMA(j) < bDMAi,j ∗ T , (26)
for ∀i ∈ P , j ∈ S1(i), where S1(i) is the set of source ports
that originates from processor i and sends data to ker-
nels mapped to other processors. bDMAi,j is 0 for ∀i ∈ P ,
∀j ∉ S1(i).
– The following are the constraints for intraprocessor com-
munication buffers.
For ∀i ∈ S4:
(bCi − 1) ∗ T ≤ ec2dst(i) − sc2src(i), (27)
ec2dst(i) − sc2src(i) < bCi ∗ T , 5, (28)
where:
S4 = {c ∈ C : proc(c2src(c)) = proc(c2dst(c))}.– The following are the constraints for DMA-consumer
buffers:
For ∀i ∈ C − S4:
(bCi − 1) ∗ T ≤ ec2dst(i) + tAck(i)− ec2src(i), (29)
ec2dst(i) + tAck(i)− ec2src(i) < bCi ∗ T . (30)
– The number of intraprocessor or DMA-consumer buffers
processor i needs for source port j satisfies the following
inequality:
bCSi,j ≥ bCc, ∀i ∈ P, ∀j ∈ CS, ∀c ∈ S2(i, j), (31)
where:
S2(i, j) = {c ∈ C : c2cs(c)
= j ∧ proc(c2dst(c)) = i}.
S2 is the set of channels that originates from source port j
and has consumer kernels mapped to processor i.
– The minimum number of buffers processor i needs for
source port j must be larger than both the number of
buffers for producer-DMA and the number of buffers
for DMA-consumer or intraprocessor communication. For
∀i ∈ P , ∀j ∈ CS:
min bi,j ≥ bCSi,j, (32)
min bi,j ≥ bDMAi,j. (33)
– The total amount of memory has the following con-
straints:
lmi =

j∈CS
min bi,j ∗ cssize(j)+ lmci, ∀i ∈ P, (34)
max lm ≥ lmi, ∀i ∈ P. (35)
• Objective Function. The objective function minimizes the
maximum usage of local buffer.
minimize : max lm. (36)
4. Experimental results
4.1. Experimental procedure
The software pipelining approach explained in this paper
is compared with the approach presented in [9]. The work
in [9] presents a software pipelining algorithmwhich schedules
streaming application onto the IBM CELL platform [10]. The
overall flow of the work is described in the following:
1. Schedule kernels in the streamgraph, assuming every kernel
is assigned to a distinct processor. All communications
between kernels are interprocessor communications. This
will give the upper bound of the amount of memory used.
Schedule the kernels in topological sort order, assigning the
earliest stage at which the kernel can execute.
2. Estimate the buffer usage of communication between
kernels, using the schedule obtained in the previous step.
3. Formulate and solve a MILP problem which partitions the
kernels, so that the initiation interval is minimized, while
meeting the memory usage constraint.
4. Reduce the usage of memory by pushing kernels to earlier
stages. Opportunities to reduce the amount of memory used
arise, since some of the communications between kernels,
which were conservatively assumed to be interprocessor,
are now intraprocessor communications.
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this paper have different goals (the primary goal of [9] is to
maximize the throughput given memory usage constraints,
whereas the approach of this paper tries tominimize the largest
memory usage over all processors, given a fixed throughput),
the experiments to evaluate the two approaches are conducted
in the following steps to make the comparison as fair as
possible.
1. In step 3 of the scheduling algorithm in [9], supply an infinite
value as the memory size constraint. This will guarantee
the generated schedule will have the minimum initiation
interval possible. Assign the initiation interval to Tmin and
execute the remaining steps.
2. Next, go back to Step 3. This time, give theminimumamount
of memory possible that will still allow the MILP solver
to find a feasible solution. The problem of computing the
minimum amount of memory can be solved as a bin packing
problem in which items of various sizes are packed into
a fixed number of bins, while minimizing the largest bin
size. Assign the initiation interval obtained in Step 3 to Tmax.
Execute the remaining steps.
3. Run the partitioning and scheduling algorithms explained
in Section 3, using Tmin as the initiation interval. The solver
program is terminated if it does not return a feasible solution
after a certain amount of time. Repeat the process using,
Tmax. Compare the memory usage obtained in this step with
that of Steps 1 and 2.
4. Go back to Step 1 and repeat the process until the results for
all the application benchmarks are obtained.
In addition to varying the target throughput, T , the over-
heads of sending acknowledgment signals or data via DMA are
varied too.
4.2. Results
Figure 8 shows the percentage of reduction in the largest
buffer size, when the approach presented in this paper was
taken, compared to the result obtained when the approach of
the work in [9] was taken.
The first column in Figure 8 shows the benchmark appli-
cation numbers. The first two were derived from the MPEG
benchmark, and the third and fourth were derived from the
DES and Beamformer benchmarks, respectively. All four bench-
marks were taken from the StreamIt benchmark suite [4]. The
execution time of each kernel was obtained by profiling.
The second and third columns, respectively, show the
number of kernels and edges in the stream graphs. The
number of processors in the target architecture, |P|, were varied
between two and four. Tmin and Tmax are the initiation intervals
explained in Section 4.1. The numbers shown below Tmin or
Tmax (0.3 and 0.8) are the relative lengths of DMA transfers in
proportion to the initiation interval, i.e., tDMA/T . tAck/T is set
to 0.1. Note that tDMA and tAck can also be made functions ofchannels or source ports, for the algorithm to be applicable to
architectures with non-uniform communication latencies.
Symphony [11] was chosen as the solver for the MILP prob-
lems. For some combinations of applications and architecture
configurations, the results are not shown in the table because
the MILP problems explained in Section 3.3 could not be solved
in the given amount of time.
The approach of this work shows large improvements over
all architecture configurations and applications. As expected,
the improvement when tDMA/T = 0.8 is not as impressive as
it is when tDMA/T = 0.3. The architecture configurations with
smaller numbers of processor seem to do slightly better than
those with larger numbers of processor.
The average reductions in the schedules’ makespans were
56.1%, 76.8% and 63.6% when |P|was 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
5. Related work and discussion
Many researchers have pursued the idea of software
pipelining streaming applications ontomulticore architectures.
The work in [12] compiles applications written in StreamIt
language onto the RAW architecture [13]. The approach
exploits different types of parallelism, namely task, data and
pipeline parallelism, which exist in the application in a unified
manner. All communications use buffers allocated in the main
memory rather than the fast local memory or cache. Also, the
communication is not done concurrentlywith computation, but
done between software pipeline stages.
Several researchers have proposed methodologies to com-
pile streaming applications onto the CELL Broadband engine
architecture [9,14,15]. Work in [14] presents a compilation
technique which partitions and duplicates kernels simultane-
ously using integer linear programming.
Thework in [15] is an extension of [9]. It presents an adaptive
compilation framework that reschedules a statically scheduled
streaming application based on the resources available at run
time. At compile time, it formulates and solves a MILP problem,
in a similar way to [9], to find a partitioning of the kernels
that results in the maximum throughput, given the hardware
resource constraints. The run-time system refines the partition
obtained at compile time using a low-overhead variation of
modulo scheduling.
The work in [16] schedules applications written in StreamIt
targeting NVIDIA GPU processor. Their framework can handle
streaming applications which have kernels with different rates
of data consumption. The scheduling and mapping of kernels
are solved as a MILP problem. The MILP problem is solved to
determine whether there exists a feasible solution that meets
all the dependency constraints but does not have an objective
function to reduce resource usage.
The primary difference between the approach of this
paper and those listed above lies in the way producer and
consumer kernel pairs synchronize. The approach of previous
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Figure 9: Scheduling stream graph of Figure 3.work ensures correct synchronization between producers and
consumer kernels, by avoiding scheduling kernels and DMA
transfer processes across stage boundaries and by scheduling
producer-consumer pairs in different stages. The drawback of
this approach is that it tends to generate schedules that have
large makespans and buffer consumptions.
Figure 9 shows the difference in how the stream graph
in Figure 3 is scheduled, when the approaches of previous
work and those of this paper were used. In Figure 9(a),
all interprocessor communications use double buffering to
prevent producers from overwriting data yet to be read by
consumers, which results in a total of nine buffers being used.
On the other hand, in Figure 9(b) total of six buffers are used,
owing to the fact that each communication, with the exception
of those between DMA transfer d2 and kernel 3, uses just one
buffer.
One area of improvement of our approach will be the
running time. As mentioned in Section 4, we found that our
MILP-based scheduling algorithm was unable to find a solution
in a reasonable amount of time when the number of PEs
or kernels was high. We believe that if the inter-processor
communication scheme we proposed in this paper is used,
a heuristic, such as a scheduling algorithm based on list
scheduling, will still be able to generate a solution that needs a
small amount of buffers, although further studieswill be needed
to confirm our prediction.
6. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we developed a software pipelining algorithm
that schedules streaming applications onto multicore architec-
tures. Experimental results showed a large reduction in max-
imum buffer size when compared with past works, exceeding
70% for some of the combinations of architecture configuration
and application. The reductions in the makespans of the sched-
ules were large as well.
In the future, we plan to develop a software pipelining
algorithm that is faster than the one presented in this paper,
which can handle applications with a much larger number of
kernels and communication edges.We also plan to evaluate the
algorithm in this paper on real hardware or simulation models.
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